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JOHN CAIRD.
(1820-18g8. )
Dr. John Caird, whose portrait we give in connexion with the present note,
occupied the distinguished position of Principal of the University of Glasgow,

JOHN CAIRD.

Scotland. from 1873. till his lamented death in July, 18g8. With the exception of
Gladstone and Carlyle. he was in many ways the most remarkable Scotsman of the
last generation. At all events it may be said that he, along with his eminent brother,
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Edward Caird, now Master of Balliol College, Oxford, and for twenty-sevp.n years
Professor of Philosophy in the University of Glasgow. accomplished more than
any two men elsewhere in Europe to alter the entire intellectual outlook of a nation.
John Caird was born at Greenock, on the Clyde, in 1820. In 1845, after a distinguished academic career, he graduated from the University of Glasgow, and
entered the ministry of the Church of Scotland as a moderate Calvinist. Between
1845 and 1857 he gained the reputation. which he never lost, of being the most eloquent preacher in Britain. Those who know say that no one could stand comparison with him, and that only Schenkel of Heidelberg served to remind one of him.
He thus gained enormous influence with masses of men; and his opportunity to
use this continuously came when he was removed to Glasgow, in 1857. But, ere
this took place, a change had come over his opinions. He had been deeply affected
by German thought, especially by Hegel and Vatke. When he was appointed to
the professorship of Theology at Glasgow, in 1862, he had both occasion and time
to continue his researches, with the result that he became to his countrymen the
great spokesman of a modified Hegelianism. For years he was regarded with veneration, especially by the younger generation, as the leader of liberal theology. In
this capacity he wielded unbounded sway, so much so that, thanks to him and his
brother, the philosopher, Scotland passed from Calvinism to a fervent and broadminded spiritual religion. As Edinburgh had been the headquarters of philosophical influence in the later forties and early fifties. under Hamilton, and as Aberdeen
had held the palm, in the sixties, under Bain. so, under the Cairds. Glasgow gained
her old renown, which she had enjoyed at the end of the eighteenth century under
Adam Smith and Reid and Hutcheson. During his incumbency of the Gifford
Lectureship, Caird drew enormous audiences, far exceeding those gathered by
other incumbents, not excepting Max MUller. His position in these prelections
might be best described by saying that they represented Hegelianism of the Centre.
But Caird, with all his popular gifts, was a shy and retiring man; he was also
a slow writer, and neither his public appearances, nor his three books and halfdozen printed addresses, account for his influence. It took source in the man's
character. He seemed to be altogether unconscious of his wonderful endowment;
pretension, thoughtless partizanship, and kindred qualities, had no place in his character. His power gained tenfold intensity from transparent sincerity, from his gentleness. and his readiness to be of service even to those who seemed to occupy unimportant places. Hence his death, though it suddenly arrived when he was full
of years and honor, has been regarded as a national disaster by the Scotch. They
possess no liberal standard-bearer to fill the empty place, and they have no orator
who can be compared with him for a moment. From the Queen on the throne
to the humblest workingman who takes thought concerning life, a thrill of grief has
run over the northern land. As, when Burns died. Scotsmen the world over cried,
•. Who will be our poet now?" so when Caird passed, they wistfully inquired.
"Who will be our preacher now?" They had to wait long for Scott; they will
have to linger at least as long. ere they produce a man to follow John Caird, the
Glasgow Chrysostomus.
R. M. WENLEY.

PROFESSOR GASTON BONET-MAURY.

The custom which has sprung up during the last few years in our American:
universities of inviting distinguished French scholars to lecture before the stud6nts,'
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seems, fortunately, 'to be taking still deeper and more solid root. After M. Ferdinand Brunetiere and M. Rene Doumic, you have just recently had with you a professor not less able in his particular field, M. Gaston Bonet-Maury. who fill. tae
chair of church history in the Protestant Theological Seminary of the Paris U\liversity. This learned and broad-minded clergyman has spent the summer in the
United States lecturing at Chicago University, Chautauqua and elsewhere.
At first blush it strikes one as a little odd that a Protestant divine should have
sprung from the Bonet-Maury family. The father was a Catholic and a soldier,
who fought under Napoleon I., and died during the reign of Louis XVIII., having
attained to the grade of general and being at the head of the famous Paris Poly tech-
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nic Schoo!. He was born at Castres, one of the historic centres of Languedociall
Protestantism, but it was the fact that his wife was a Lutheran and the consequent
agreement that the children should be Protestant, that turned the young Gaston
towards the Reformed Church. Perhaps it was this union of the two faiths under
the same roof and the concessions and toleration which necessarily followed. that
produced in the son a broad theologian, for M. Gaston Bonet-Maury is, to use the
French ecclesiastical term, an anti·confessionalist or liberal, who accepts the doctrines of the early Unitarians of the James Martineau persuasion, as he once remarked to me.
It is not surprising, therefore, that M. Bonet-Maury's chief work, Des Origines du Christianisme Unitaz're chez les Anglais, should be a glorification of
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Unitarianism. "It is the Unitarians," he says, "who, by their name and principles, can prevent the imminent divorce between science and religion, between reason and faith." Though but a small portion of this scholarly book is devoted to
the Unitarian movement in the United States, the.names of Channing and Parker
frequently appear on its pages. In one place we read: ., When one notices the
enthusiasm with which the centennial anniversary of the birth of W. E. Channing
was celebrated and the success obtained by the translation of his works among our
French Protestants and even in the remotest Catholic circles, this doctrine cannot
be treated with the disdain affected by certain Calvinistic and Lutheran theologians."
In this same volume occurs this passage: "In our century, it is two American
thinkers, Channiug and Parker, who have given the greatest eclat to the Unitarian
Christianity of the Anglo-Saxons. Channing, by the admirable simplicity of his
heart, and by an intelligent sympathy for hard labor; Theodore Parker by his
noble demand of liberty for the slave and by the uprightness of his character,
gave to Socinian Unitarianism what it lacked in the way of heartiness and knowledge of the soul. It may be said that in Channing, Unitarian Christianity attained
to the apogee of its development and manifested all the power of its social and
emancipative forces. Channing's Christianity appears to us a synthesis of revelation and reason placed within the reach of all men."
The liberal-mindedness of M. Bonet-Maury is revealed in his own words in
the closing passage of his introduction to his translation of Dollinger's letters and
declarations concerning the decrees of the Vatican, I where he gives this passage
from the author: "Whosoever believes in Christ, loves his country and the Christians of all sects and must hope to see founded, in a not-distant future, a church,
which, being the legitimate heir of the ancient church of the earlier centuries, will
offer sufficient room and will be attractive enough for our separated brothers; a
church which will know how to reconcile liberty with order, discipline with morality, and unity of faith with science and free examination," and follows it with these
comments: " Is not this aim worthy of obtaining the co-operation of all enlightened believers? Is not there the ideal future revealed by the founder himself of
Christianity? Fiat unum ovile et unus pastor!" And elsewhere M. Bonet-Maury
quotes with approval this "wise motto" of Augustine: "In certis unitas, in
dubiis libertas, in omnibus caritas."
But the breadth of M. Bonet-Maury's religious views comes out best perhaps
in his strong admiration for the Chicago Parliament of Religions and in his labors
to bring about a somewhat similar gathering at Paris during the International Exhibition of 1900. He went to the United States in 1893-" this voyage across the
ocean dreamed of for twenty-five years and which has left on my mind ineffaceable
recollections "-as a delegate from the liberal branch of French Protestantism to
the Unitarian conference held at Chicago in that year; but when he learned that
this gathering was only a part of the Parliament of Religions, "this grandiose
conception.. .. this assembly unique of its kind," he was carried away by "this
strange congress" and forthwith began to send letters and articles about it to the
Journal des Dibats and other French periodicals, which excited so much curiosity that when he got home he was invited on all sides to lecture and write about it.
" So during nearly a year the greater part of my leisure time was taken up with
making it known and in propagating its spirit of peace and union." Finally, M.
1 The
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Bonet-Maury was invited by.a leading publisher, .H~~io ·prepare a book on
tbe snbjact. ·lhmcetbeorigin of.h C~M«'1'(eligions, perhaps the best of
the works devoted to tbe Cbicago 'Parliament of Religions.
Another characteristic of M. Bonet-Maury's mental l);Iake-up calls for it few
words. I refer to his remarkable-especially for a Frenchman-linguistic accomplishments. He has a good acquaintance with .IN least ten different languages,
three dead and seven living. This faculty for-the tongues is inherited. His father
and mother both knew two modern o~, while his uncle, M. Alfred Maury, who
died in 1892 professor at the Coll~ of France, was conversant with some thirty or
more. It was this distingui!;ibed polyglot who instilled into his young nephew a
taste for linguistics. Of course, therefore, M. Bonet-Maury knows English, which
he t:eads with perfect ease, writes with considerable correctness, and speaks with
much fluency and but slight accent. His American lectures will be delivered in
our tongue, except the final one in each course, which will be given in Prench in
order that the audience may get a more exact idea of the lecturer at his best. M.
Bonet-Maury's wide knowledge of modern languages is also brought out in his
essay on Biirger-" G. A. Biirger et les Origenes Anglaises de la Ballade Litteraire
en Allemogne "-where he does not hesitate to handle familiarly several tongues
and dialects.
M. Bonet-Maury is a qniet speaker. What he says is given in almost a conversational tone, with an occasional reference to the manuscript which lies on the
desk before him. There is no attempt at eloquence. Now and then a bit of gentle humor brightens the clearly stated facts and solid arguments His gestures are
few and simple. All this is quite in keeping with his cosy little lecture-room in the
neat seminary back of the Paris observatory. I fear he may not appear to the best
advantage in the large lecture halls of Chicago and Chautauqua, reading his typewritten essays. But you will readily perceive that he speaks with authority, and
will, I feel sure, overlook defects of manner and accent in listening to the learning
and liberal thoughts which he will utter.
The series of Chicago lectures opens with an introductory one on religious liberty and the obstacles which lie in the way of its realisation. Then follows a lecture on John Huss, "martyr to religious liberty, inheritor of the thought of John
Wycliffe, and the precursor of Luther;" a third on the revocation of the edict of
Nantes and the repressive measures in France since 1698, .. when Protestantism
was put beyond the pale of the law, anybody found at a religious gathering sent to
the galleys and every preacher condemned to death, Claude Bronsson being the
first martyr"; another devoted to Peter Kheltchitsky, .. the continuator of the
Hussite reformation and the founder of the Church of the United Brethren of Bohemia and Moravia"; a fifth to the insurrection of the Camisards in Languedoc;
another to John Alasco, the Polish baron and canon, converted to Protestantism
by Zwingli and Melanchthon, .. the greatest of the Polish reformers"; another to
" the restorers in France of the reformed religion,-Antoine Court and Paul Rabant"; the eighth lecture to John Komensky (Comenius), "the last of the Moravian bishops, and the precursor of modern pedagogy and of the idea of a court of
international arbitration "; the ninth to "the edict of 1787, promUlgated by Louis
XVI., which restored to the Protestants of France their civil rights and the tolerance of their religion, due to the efforts of Turgot, Malesherbes and General Lafayette, whose American friends had interested him in the lot of the French Huguenots"; the tenth to Rousseau, ., whose Social Contr~t and letter to Archbishop
Beaumont established the principles of the independel\ce of Church and State and
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of toierance which finally prevailed at the end of the French Revolntion"; and the
eleventh to one of M. Bonet-Maury's heroes, Leo Tolstoi, .. the Jean Jacques Rousseau of Russia, on whose shoulders has been laid the mantle of Kheltchitskyand
Comenius, who is striving to reform the moral and religious state of his country by
education, and who is defending at the peril of his own safety the cause of the
religious dissenters of Russia persecuted by the orthodox clergy and the Holy
Synod"
The final lecture at Chicago is peculiarly timely, as it has to do with the absurd but dangerous anti-Semitic movement now so active in France. M. BonetMaury finds its ~cause to be "the jealousies of Catholics, rivals of the clever Jew
merchants and bankers," and declares it to be "in disaccor.:! with the French
spirit and incompatible with the Evangel." It is scarcely necessary for me to add
that M. Bonet-Maury is one of those" intellectuals" who warmly support M. Zola
in the effort to clear up the obscure Dreyfus affair, so that his treatment of this
complex subject will be in sympathy with the feeling which prevails in America
concerning it.
The five Chautauqua lectures are made up of the more popular and lighter elements of the Chicago course. The series begins with an account of Claude Bronsson, "the martyred lawyer-preacher, who, after the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, was executed in r698 at Montpellier." This is followed by a similar study
of Laporte-Roland, "the prophet-general, hero of the Camissard insurrection, who
expired ou the rack August 16, r704-" A third lecture is given up to Count Zinzendorf, "restorer of the Moravian sect"; a fourth to Antoine Court, restorer of
the reformed church of France," and the final lecture is also on Tolstoi, who is
this time described as "the reformer of Russian society and defender of the perse-~
cuted Russian Protestants," for, it should be remembered, at this very moment
there exists in the Czar's realms suffering for conscience sake as deep and bitter as
that which followed the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. The facts on this point
which M. Bonet-Maury has been laying before his hearers have, I feel sure,
aroused a spirit of astonishment and indignation surpassed only by pity for the
victims.
THEODORE STANTON.

PARIS.

RECENT FRENCH PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS.
A distinguishing feature of the philosophical thought of the last few decades
has been its intimate relations with exact science; and the solidest and most enduring contributions which have been made to recent metaphysics have dealt with the
critical foundations of positive research. Of the large number of thoughtful publications which have issued from the .French press in the last half year on this subject, we shall mention first two essays by Dr. G. Milhaud, of the University of
Montpellier, which bear the titles: (r) An Essay on tlte Conditions and Limits
of Logical Certitude/' and (2) On the Nature of Rational Knowledge. 2 The
first of the volumes mentioned is in its second edition, and aims to show that the
principle of logical contradiction in no wise justifies affirmations extending beyond
] Ess"t" sur les conditlolU dies limites de la certitude lorique. By G. Milbaud.
Alcan, 108 Boulevard Saint·Germain. 18S)8. Pp. 203. Price; 2 francs.

Paris: Felix

ZLt Katio'll'llei: Etudes comptime'lltaires ai'wai sur fa certttude logique. By Milhaud. Paris:
Felix Alcan.

18gB.

Pp. 176.

Price, 2 francs.
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the particular facts directly observed, and that it is an illusion to imagine it can effect the definitive solution of problems that lie without the realm of experience.
His method rests on distinguishing fundamentally what is given in reality from
what has been constructed in thought; in other words, on the distinction offacts
from constructs. In establishing his thesis, he appeals to examples in mathematics, the study of which he has made a specialty, discussing such subjects as number, algebraical magnitude, limits, energy, determinism, and free will, the NonEuclidean geometry, and the mathematical antinomies of Kant. The second volume
is in the nature of supplementary studies to the first, and discusses virtually the
same topics. The two essays will be found pleasant and instructive reading, and
give constant evidence of the author's wide knowledge of the history of science. To
him, the development of science is not one of spontaneous, direct and conscious creation, but involves certain elements of contingency and indetermination.

*

*
*
The Problem f!f'the Classijication
of the Sciences
has always been one that
has appealed strongly to the French mind, and numerous solutions of this fundamental question of descriptive philosophy have been attempted in recent years.
The history of the problem began with Aristotle and found its most distinguished
promoters in Bacon, D'Alembert, Ampere, and Comte. The idea of Ampere was
tbat of a classification similar to tbe systems of natural history, in wbich the various divisions of science were made to correspond to the species of zoOlogy and botany. Comte, as is well known, enunciated the idea of a hierarchical scale of the
sciences-an idea which may be traced back to Descartes. The classification of
Comte has been widely studied and widely adopted, but new research has in a
~:antiquated the details of the system, and it is for this reason that Prof.
Edm~ GobIot, , of the University of Toulouse, has set himself the task of rectifying, extending, and generally improving, on tbe lines of new ideas, the system of his
great countryman. But M. Goblot's work is entirely independent in character; it
has been his object to define, so to speak, ., the systematic position" of every science; to define the relations of each with one another. He conceives the sciences
generally to be single in form; that the demonstrative method and the experimental method are not attributes of different kinds of science, but are distinctive of the
different states of tbe progress of science generally. Science, in his conception, is
not an artificial aJ;ld factitious construction, not the product of the brain of a single
philosopher, a masterpiece of art as it appears to the mind of Descartes; but science is a coherent unity, in spite of the differences of the laborers and architects
who have constructed it. It is not the thought of one individual mind added to the
thoughts of other individual minds, but it is the truth in the conceptions of one
mind, joined to the truths in the conceptions of other minds; the personalities are
effaced; their impersonal products are alone perpetuated. In such a work as the
present, tben, the task is merely that of observing and describing, and not of the
construction of a rigid frame into which truth must be forced, even at the risk of
mutilation; science is a living and growing organism, the progress of which has, for
such a task as the present, simply to be observed and recorded.
It seems remarkable enough that M. Goblot originally approached the problem
of tbe classificatinn of the sciences from the point of view of political economy, and'
particularly of the so-called problem of "immaterial wealth." He was of the opinion that economical science had made scarcely any real progress, so far as matters
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of principle were concerned, since the time of Adam Smith and of Say, and that
the reason for its stagnancy had been the restricting of its research to the study of
material wealth alone, and he was thus led to the observation of a striking analogy
between certain economical laws and certain laws of logic; even logic itself appeared to him as a branch of sociology; but since sociology itself was a nascent
science, he here reached the heart of his task, and was brought face to face with
the problem of the definition and conception of science in its entirety, of science as
a composite made up of integrant and coherent thoughts. One is struck with the
many wise observations which occur in his book regarding various fundamental
questions of philosophy, and with the naturalness and clearness of his views. He
believes that philosophy is contained in its entirety in the facts and relations of the
individual sciences, in so far as it is rational, that is, comprehensible; but, in thus
proclaiming the absorption of philosophy in science, M. Goblot expressly disclaims
any intention of mutilating philosophy or of repudiating metaphysics proper, which
still has its distinct and legitimate sphere. The crucial problems of metaphysics,
so called in former times, are for him improperly formulated problems only, which
when carefully analysed are discovered to be meaningless. When split up into their
constituent elements they fall at once under the jurisdiction of some special science.
The general ideas of Plato, the theory of "definition" of Aristotle, from having
been questions of metaphysics, have been converted into questions of psychology
and logic; there is no Unknowable, there are no "things in themselves," there are
no insoluble problems; such problems are merely nonsensical and meaningless;
they ask for knowledge which is not knowledge; it is not the answer, but the interrogation, that is at fault.

*

*

Readers of Tlte Open Court will remember the biographical sketch which appeared in the August number, of Count Chambrun, the founder of the Social Museum in Paris, and a social philanthropist of educational rather than eleemosynary
tendencies. Count Chambrun, in 1894. founded a free course of lectures on the
history of socialism which were to be delivered under the auspices of the Facultf
des Lettres of Paris. The present incumbent of the chair founded by Count
Chambrun, M. Alfred Espinas, professor in the University of Bordeaux, has just
published a book on the Social Pltilosoplty of tlte Eig-/tteentlt Century and tlte
RevoluHon,1 which embodies the principal lectures of this course. The author has
sought to determine the periods and circumstances in which socialism was promulgated in Europe, and to describe the crises of which it was either the symptom or
the cause. He first gives us an introductory chapter which contrasts ideal ethics
and politics with the ethics and politics which are the expression of the actual local
and historical conditions in which states and' societies have risen. He finds that
there have been five great critical periods in which socialism has been proclaimed
as a doctrine, viz., during the decline of the Greek states, during the decline of the
Roman Empire (Christianity), during the Renaissance in England and Germany,
during the Eighteenth Century in France and the Revolution that closed that century, and during the Revolution of 1848. Where others have seen in the Revolution an intellectualist movement created by an intellectualist philosophy, M. Espinas
has been led to the opinion that the philosophy of equality which prevailed in this
century involved a collectivist theory of the part which the state plays in the ques·
1 La
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tion of property, and he has pointed out the consequences which that theory bore
from Mirabeau to Robespierre and Babeuf; these consequences he has traced in
detail, laying special emphasis upon the philosophy of Babeuf with all the practical corollaries which that philosophy involved. Much of the research of M. Espinas
with regard to this last point has been based upon unpublished documents.

*

* the History of Phz70sophy.l It
We have to note also a work *of importance in
is written by M. Emile Boutroux, a professor of philosophy in the Universiiy of
Paris, and recently elected a member of the Academy of Sciences. M. Boutroux's
conception of the history of philosophy is that of an independent consideration of
the doctrines of the philosophers in and for themselves. He conceives all their doctrines as independent organisms, as living thonghts which it is the duty of the historian to resuscitate and rehabilitate in the glowing form which they took in the
minds of their originators, and not to study as a total development or as a psychological evolution. It has been in this sense that he has devoted considerable stndy,
which he has here recorded, to the systems of Socrates, Aristotle, Jacob Boehme,
Descartes, Kant, and to the relations between the Scottish and the French philosophy,-studies all of which are signalised by a thorough grasp of their subjects.
*

*
Persons desiring healthful and*invigorating exercise
in metaphysics may read the
work of M. Cyrille Blondeau 2 on The Absolute and the Law of Its Formation,a production distinguished by literary merit and great philosophical erudition, but
slightly diffuse. The aim of its author lias been to rise above the Relative and the
Conditioned, and to seek that higher" law," or phase, of existence in which man
and nature are equally submerged. The opposition between sense and reason is
the fundamental thesis from which he starts. The senses give relative results only;
science mnst give the absolute. Things are only relations, but these things are relations within the infinite, within the absolute, and even science itself, which explains nature and yields knowledge of the reasons for facts, is part and parcel of
the absolute from which all results are derived, and which is the goal of all rational
study, dissipating the contradictions inherent in things from the point of view of
relative science, and thus making everything converge toward metaphysics. Despite the metaphysical argumentation of the work, it proceeds in the main from the
principles of modern mechanical and physical science, and of modern physiology
and psychology, thus proceeding to ontology. The absolute or the universe itself is the infinity of space and of time in which all things are entangled; and the
order of nature is merely the relation of things which in turn are relations of things,
and so on to infinity. Everything is thus enwebbed in the mesh of relations which
constitute the nniverse, and absolute unity remains unimpaired.
*

*

...

The most recent attempt at solving the ancient problem of the nature and origin of life has been made by M. Preaubert, professor in Angers, France, in a work
entitled, Life as a Mode 0/ Motion. s The phenomena of life are, according to M.
Preaubert, distinctly enough defined and sufficiently well known at the present
1 Etud.. D' Histoire de La Philosophie. By Emile Boutroux. Paris. 1897. Felix Alcan. Fp.
Price, 7 francs.
2L'A6solu et Sa Lo,' Const#utive. By Cyrille Blondeau. Paris. 1897. Felix Alcan. Pp.350.
Price,6 francs.
aLa Vie, Mode de Mouvement. Essai D'U". Thlori. Physique des Phiflomelt... Vitau.x. By E.
Preaubert. Paris: Felix AlcaD. ,897. Pp. 310. Price, 5 francs.
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time. We see them constantly associated with the phenomena of the inanimate
world, and logically some bond must exist between them; there can be no reason
whatever for establishing a barrier between them, or of prohibiting the explanation
of anyone by any other. The problem of life is involved in that of the organisation of nature in its entirety; it is but a particular case of universal cosmogony.
M. Preaubert is a physicist, and as the Pythagoreans explained the world by
the properties of numbers, as Aristoxenes, the musician, explained the universe by
the nature of harmony, and as certain modern nosologists have conceived the soul
to be a composite of smells,-so M. Preaubert, being an expounder and champion
of the modern theory of mechanical ether, explains life as a mode of motion of the
fundamental physical world· substance. Biology with him is a question of mechanics and not one of chemistry. Life is a distinct and independent member of that
great orchestra of forces which hymns the universe to its destiny. Its substratum
is the ether of which it is a mode of motion, just as electricity and magnetism, heat
and light, are. The vital movement is prior to the protoplasmic molecule. The albuminoid bodies are no more life than iron is magnetism; they are simply substances fitted for being the vehicle of life.
The work bristles with analogies from technical physics which in themselves
have nothing more than a metaphorical value, and do not constitnte a real acquisition. Nevertheless, the work contains ingenious comparisons of this sort, the most
notable of which is the assimilating of life to "globular lightning" which exhibits
a form of electrical stability of a really astonishing character.
T. J. McC.

OCTOBER MONIST.
There are two noteworthy articles in the October j~fon;st relating to the philosophy of mathematics and to the question of a universal scientific language. The
first is Un the Foundations of Geometry, and is by Prof. H. Poincare, the most
eminent mathematician of France; the second is On Pasigraphy, by Prof. Ernst
Schroeder, of Karlsruhe, the leading European authority on the Algebra of Logic.
In the same number Dr. P. Topinard closes his series on Science and Faith
with an article on The Social Problem. The readers of The Monist have been following Dr. Topinard's History of the Development of Man in Society for two years
or more, and will be glad to learn the results to which his exhaustive inquiries have
led him. The editor, Dr. Paul Canis, contributes an article on God. (Single numbers, 50 cents. Annually, $2.00. Chicago: The Open Court Publishing Company.)

A MINISTERS' UNION OF ALL DENOMINATIONS.
This is an organisation which has been in existence for about four years. It
meets semi-annually at the town hall in Ayer, Mass.-a spring and a fall meeting. _
There are rarely less than thirty ministers, of six or seven different denominations,
Congregationalists, Unitarians, Baptists, Methodists, and Episcopalians predominating. It is an all-day convention. all dining together in a frugal repast, but making up in good-fellowship what it lacks in richness and variety of diet. Lately the
afternoon session has been opened to the public, and questions of general interest
pertaining to social. parish. and town life, reform., and good citizenship have been
discussed by experts, and the meetings are closed by the joint recitation of the
Lord's' Prayer. 'No special efforts are made to interest non-members to join the
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body or to attend the sessions. The presidents have been Baptist, Unitarian,
and Methodist. Preceding the present incumbent (the Rev. Dr. Whittaker, Methodist), it was a Unitarian, the Rev. A. J. Rich, who presided for two one-half
years. It is meant that the different denominations shall be alternately represented
in the chairmanship, although the purpose is to drop the sect name and spirit as
much as possible, and to strive for unity, brotherly love, truth, and helpfulness to
each other in all ways which touch the common life and weIl-being of the members
and their work and success as Christian preachers and pastors. Addressses have
been given by Catholic priests, Jewish rabbis, and specialists on the vital questions
of the day. Such men as Dean Hodges, Dr. Dickinson, of the Institutional Church
(Berkeley), Boston; Rabbi Fleischer, of Boston, and Dr. Whittaker, have read papers. Dr. Hale has also spoken at the meetings. The Union owes its existence to
the Rev. W. J. Batt, chaplain of the Concord (Mass.) Reformatory, formerly an
Orthodox Congregational minister of a large and sympathetic spirit. The broadening influence of this organisation is seen and felt in all the circle of the non-ecclesiastical conference, devoted to religious unity; and, since its fellowship includes
Jews as well as Christians, Catholics as well as Protestants, Free Religionists, and
Pagans, if they choose to come, special emphasis is not given to any phase of religious belief or profession. It is quite sufficient to deal with questions of human interest and of practical well-being. A similar organisation called" The Souhegan
Ministers' Union" was started in Milford, N. H., eight years ago, including ministers of all denominations in a circle of six or seven towns around. It met at first
every two weeks, then every month. For about a year the meetings have been
suspended, partly because of the removal of pastors, and partly because some
brethren, fearing the result of such free mingling of orthodox and heretic, have
withdrawn. An attempt will be made soon to resume the meetings, which for six
years proved to be very interesting and profitable. In three or four Boston suburban towns similar unions have been started.-The Outlook, Sept. ro, r898.

SPIRITUAL CATHOLICISM.

.;

To the Editor of the OPen Court:
A writer who assumes to instruct should be exact. In a very interesting and
instructive article on "Chinese Fiction," by Mr. George T. Candlin, in the current
number of The OPen Court, appears this statement: "In Roman Catholicism this
tendency has reached exaggerated expression in the worship of the Virgin."
The word worship is sometimes poetically employed in the sense of. to honor
respect and love, as in the case of the lover who" worships" his loved one. In this
sense no exception might be taken to the sentence quoted. But I think it is evident the writer uses the word to express the homage which the finite being pays to
the Infinite-in this case misdirected to a finite being.
If this be true, then, it is a careless use of the term which is not in keeping
with an article painstaking in its preparation and instructive. Catholic doctrine is
an open book, and its erroneous presentation is inex~usable and worse, because it
wilfully or carelessly compromises the judgment and belief of millions of peopleno small fault surely. If one desires to be just to his neighbor it is worth while to
know what his neighbor professes and believes before ascribing particular opinions
and beliefs to him.
"We reverence tradition

And heed inspired men'.
Prophetic intuition,
But seek higher evidence.

There is but one foundation,
But nne sure ground, forsooth:
It is the revelation
Of science and' the' truth, ,.

1.'81£ OPJ!:N COURT.

Most men believe as a historical fact that Mary was the mother of Christ.
Catholic doctrine teaches that Christ is the son of God the Father, coequal with
Him in all things, and that there is but one God.
As the mother of God, Catholics accord all the honor to Mary it is possible to
. give a creature, but they worship or offer divine homage to God alone.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
FRANCIS W. GALLAGHER.
We regret that The New World descends to the publication of slander. E.
Washburn Hopkins, in a book review of Buddhism and Its Christian Critics,
speaks of " the notorious DharmapiUa, a Singhalese, who some time ago made himself somewhat ridiculous in India, and has more recently been in America, followed in his journey hither by warnings in the Anglo-Indian press to the effect that
he is an impostor."
Dharmapala is a pure-hearted man of deep and serious conviction, who has
gained the good-will and friendship of many Americans not only among those who
sympathise with his religious views but also among others, and most so among
orthodox Christians. The following brief statement will explain the facts to
which Professor Hopkins refers: Dharmapiila discovered that the Buddhists
had some rights to the use of the Buddha Gaya temple in India, now under the
control of a Hindu Mahant, although subject to the supervision of the Government.
When Dharmapiila placed a Buddha statue in the Buddha Gaya temple, he was interfered with by a mob of natives who upon the whole are very hostile toward Buddhism. In a law suit which ensued and which was finally decided in favor of Dharmapiila, the local papers took the part of the Mahant and of the mob, and many
bitter words were published against Dharmapala which have no other foundation
than the animosity of partisans. It is difficult to understand how a professor of
Yale University can unblushingly make of himself a channel of slander and how a
magazine like The New World can publish it.
We might say a few words in reply to the comments which Professor Hopkins
makes on Dr. Carus's book, Buddhism alld Its Lhristian Critics, but believe
that the venomous spitefulness of his review is a sufficient refutation and self-condemnation.
The Welby prize of fifty pounds offered for the best essay on "The Causes of
the Present Obscurity and Confusion in Psychological and Philosophical Terminology, and the Directions in which We May Hope for Efficient Praotical Remedy," has been awarded to Dr. Ferdinand Toennies, of Hamburg, Germany. A
translation of the successful essay will appear in Mind shortly. Although the
name of the donor of the prize has not been revealed, it is pretty well understood
in philosophical circles that it is the Honorable Lady Welby, of Denton Manor,
Grantham, England, 'whose interest in terminology has taken not only the form of
monetary encouragement but. also thj!.t of independent contributions to the subject.
We are indebted for the four fine portraits of Pascal which adorn the present
number of The OPen Court, to the kindness of Principal David Eugene Smith, of
Brockport, N. Y., who has placed his rich collection at our disposal. The originals
from which these portraits were reproduced are very rare in this country.
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For either series alone (or for a selection or
34 portraits from both series) on regular paper,
$5.00 (24S); on heavy, Imperial Japanese paper,
$7.00 (32S.). (The higher prices in parentheses

refer to foreign countries. Carriage iu all cases
prepaid.)
Single portraits on regular paper, 25 cents.
For subscribers who may prefer not to frame
the portraits, a neat porifolio will be provided at
a cost of $r.oo additionaL-
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THE OLD \VORI.D SERIES is in format, a narrow
Fcap 8vo, printed from new type on a size
of Van GeJder paper made for this edition only.
Original bead~bands and tail-pieces have been
freely us&d with the best effects, and each issue
lIas its special cover design. Bound in flexible
Japan Vel1urn with silk ribbon marker, white
parchment wrappers. gold seals and in slide
cases. an almo!';! ideal volume is offered the book
lover.

BOOKS.
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The Heptalogia, Q[ the Seven Against Sense:
A Cap With Seven Bells. By Algernon Charle,
Swinburne.
450 copies, small quarto, on Van Gelder handmade paper, done up in old-style blue paper
boards, white Jabel, uncut edges, $2.00 net.
So copies on Japan vellum (numbered) ${.oo
net.

EACH EDITION IS AS FOLLOWS:

925 copies on Van Gelder's hand~made paper at
$1.00 net.
100 copies on Japan yelIllll1 ~ntlmberedj at $2.50

net.

XJ. THE HOUSE OF LIFE.
A Sonnet-Sequence by Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

XlJ.
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POEMS.

AND OTHER

By George Meredith.

XIII. THE STORY OF MY HEART:
1I7Y Autobiography.
By kicJlard Jefferies.

XIV. UNDERJ\A.·j 7'/1 THE BOUCH.
A book of verses by IVliclJael Pield.

IMAGINARY PORTRAITS BY VVAL1'ER PATER, \'1Z.:

vIi. A PRINCE OF COURT PAINTERS
VJ./I. DENYS L 'A U.'tERROJS.
LI.-. SEBAST1A11- VA.\' STORCK

X

DUKE CARL OF It'USE/ITJ,fOLD.

Xi. KING FLOReS AYD THE FAIR
JEHA/\!E.
By WiJ1iam Morris.

XII QUA TTROCE11"T.lSTE1Ul.
By Maurice Hewlett.

I.

I.I. SPECIMENS OF MODERN POETS.

PREVIOUS ISSUE;

I

ESSAYS FNOM THE "CUARDIAN."
By Walter Pater. Reprinted from the Privately Printed Edition (London, r896). With Portrait by Will Rothenstein.
Owing to the continued demand for these Essays (the first edition going out of print earl),
last spring), it has been decided to make a sec~
oud edition which is now ready,
400 copies, Fcap 8vo, on Van Gelder handmade paper done up in old~style blue paper
boards, white label, uncut edges. Price, $2.50
net.

THE ORGAN OF THE PRE-RAPHAELITE BROTHERHOOD.
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THE EDITION IS AS FOLLOWS:

45 0 copies, medium octavo. printed on Van
Gelder hand-made paper, with special headh,ands and tail~pieces, jnhials, and rnbricated
tItle-page, Each copy done up in Japan velJum
wrappers, uncut edges and in slide case. Price,
$5.00 net.

THE ECLOGUES OF VIROIL.
DONE INTO ENGLISH PROSE By J. W. MACKAlL.

. This little bo~k is printed with a special1y de~lgned border. 1!) coJor, DarrOlY z6mo. done up
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450
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Important Publications.
Scientific Books.
THE ANALYSIS OF THE SENSATIONS.
By ERNST MACH, Professor of the History
and Theory of Inductive Science in the
University of Vienna. Pages, xi., 208.
Cuts, 37. Cloth, $1.25.
" .... Like everything he writes, a work of genius."-Pro/. W . .lames, o/' Harvard.
fo There is no work known to the writer which In
its general scientific bearing is more likely to repay
richly thorough study. We are all interested in nature in one way or another, and our interests can
only he heightened and clarified by Mach's wonderfully original and wholesome book."-Pro.f. J. E.
Trevor in The Journal or Physical Chemistry.
.

THE SCIENCE OF MECHANICS. CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL. By Pr,!/,o Ernst
Mach. Cuts, 250. Pages, 534. Half Morocco, $2.50.
"A remarkable work,"-Nature.
"A masterly book."-Eng£neering News.
"As a history of mechanics, the work is admirable>. "-The Nation.
"The book as a whole is unique and a valuable
addition to any library of science or'philosophy."Prof', D. W. Hering in Sct"ence.
"Sets forth the elements of the subject with a
clearness, lucidity, and force unknown in the mathematical text-books ,"-Canadian Mining and Eng.
Review.

Works on Ancient India.
ANCIENT INDIA: ITs LANGUAGE AND RELIGIONS. By Prof". H. Oldenberg, of Kiel.
Pages, ix., IIO. Cloth, 50 cents; paper,
25 cents.
Contains (1) The Study of Sanskrit; (2) The Religion of the Veda; (3) Buddhism. A popuJarexposi-

THE PHILOSOPHY OF ANCIENT INDIA. By Pr,!/,o Richard Garbe. Containing (a) A Brief History of Indian Philosophy; (b) The Connexion between Greek
and Indian Philosophy; and (c) Hindu Monism. 12mo. Pp., 89. Cl., 50c; paper, 25c.

tion by the foremost European authority.
"Matter divested of its technical form coming
from so eminent an authority is certain to find a welcome reception awaiting it at the hands of the many
who are interesting themselves in Hindoo antiquides at the present time. "-Chicago Tribune.

II The value of this little work as a contribution
to the history of philosophy may be justly termed
great."-Bapti'st Union.
"Though the work is scholarly, it is written for the
general reader who need not have previously studied
the matter. "-Bookseller and Newsdealer.

The Works of Gen. M. M. Trumbull.
WHEELBARROW: ARTICLES AND DISCUSSIONS ON THE LABOR QUESTION. With Portrait of the author (Gen. Trumbull). Pages, 300. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.
"Written with vivacity and wit, and with a Cob-

bett-like terseness of English and felicity of illustration.' '-Home Journal, New York.

THE FREE TRADE STRUGGLE IN
ENGLAND. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Pp. 296- Cloth, 75C; paper, 25c.
Mr. Edward Atkinson says: "This history ought
to be read by every man who desires to make up
his mind how to act in this country at the present
time."

Religious and Ethical.
THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE. By Dr.
Paul Cart's. Pages, 103. Extra edition,
paper, 50 cents; cheaper edition, 25 cents.
"The best and briefest possible popular exposition of the scientific attitude towards the religions
that we have read."-New England Magazzne.
se~timent

THE IDEA OF GOD. By Dr. Paul Caruso
Fourth edition. Pages, 32. Linen cover,
15 cents.
"An eftort to purify our I Idea of God' that it may
be greater, sublimer. and more awe-inspiring to
future generations than it has ever heen yet."Literary World, London.

ENGLISH SECULARISM, A CONFESSION OF BELIEF. By George Jacob
Holyoake. Pages, xiii., 146. Cloth, 50
cents.
'I George Jacob Holyoake is a sincere, gifted, and
scholarly thinker, and his exposition of secularism
will be read with interest by a11 fo11owers of contemporaneous movements."-The Chicago Evening
Post.

THOUGHTS ON RELIGION. By G. I
Romanes, F. R. S. Third edition. Pages,
18 4. Cloth, $1.25. Paper, 50 cents.
II Will rank among the most valuable books the
century has produced."-Clticago Tribune.

THE ETHICAL PROBLEM. By Dr. Paul
Caruso Three Lectures Delivered at the
Invitation of the Board of Trustees before
the Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago.
Pp·,90. Cloth, 50 cents; paper, 30 cents.
It is shown bere that our views of morality always
depend upon our view of life j every definition of
good presupposes a certain world-conception.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA. By Dr.
Paul Carus_ Fifth edition. Cloth, $1.00;
paper, 35 cents.
Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic
sects, and translated into Chinese and Japanese.

"Admirably fitted to be a handbook for the single

reader or for classes."-7he Critic, New York.
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ENTIRELY· NEW.
NIRV ANA: A Story of Buddhist Psychology. By Paul Car us. Quaintly illustrated
in colors by eminent Japanese artists and printed on cr~pe paper. Extremely delicate.
A rare and dainty present. Price. $1.00. Supplementary to the same. a delicately colored, exquisitely designed Nirvana poster (price. 25 cents).

KARMA: A Story of Early Buddhism. By Paul Caruso
Third Oriental Art Edition.
Flexible Crepe Paper.
Tied in Silk.
I'Simply a gem."-Presh)·terian and Reformed Rev.

"A thing of rare beauty."
-Boston Dally Advertiser.
"The most typographically unique publication of
the season. "_Journal ana
Press.

Says Count Tolstoi, who translated
the story into Russian, and hence in its
retranslations into French. German,
and English passed for its author:
.. I deeply regret not only that such a
falsehood was allowed to pass unchallenged, but also the fact that it really
was a falsehood. for I should be very
happy were I the author of this tale.
. . . It is one of the best products of
national wisdom and ought to be bequeathed to all mankind."
A Unique and Appropriate aift.

Delicate Colored lIIustra·
tions by Famous Japan·
ese Artists.
"Odd and elegant."Book and Newsdealer.

" Most fascinating book
of the year."-The Chicago
Daily News .
I I The drawings are very
charming and will repay
close study."-The Dial.

Price, 75 cents.

From the Classic German Poets.

A Tale of Hindu Life.

GOETHE AND SCHILLER'S XENIONS. Selected
and translated by Paul Caruso Printed in album
shape on heavy paper; edges all gold. Pages, 162.
Price, $1.00.

THE REDEMPTION OF THE BRAHMAN. By
Professo1'" Richa1'"d Garhe. Laid paper. Vegetable
parchment binding. Gilt top. Pages,96. Price,
75 cents.

A Modern Novelist's Masterpiece.

An Idyl of Judrea.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT. A Novel. By Gustav
Freytag. Authorised translation from the sixteenth German edition, with a special motto by
the author. Edition de luxe. Two volumes. ~S4.oo.
In one volume, simpler edition, cloth, $1.00.

LOVERS THREE THOUSAND YEARS AGO. As
indicated by the Song of Solomon. By the Rev.
T. A. Goodwin, D. D. Printed on heavy Enfield
paper, gilt top, uncut edges, and stiff creamcolored covers. Pages,41. Price. 50 cents.

Popular Sketches from the Old Testament.
THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. By Prof. Carl Hez'nrick Cornill. Frontispiece, Michael Angelo's Moses.
Artistically bound in red, with the Hebrew title stamped on the cover in gold; laid paper, uncut edges.
Second edition. Pages,210. Price, $I.oo.

A Story by a Great Composer.

A Sketch of the Protestant Reformer.

A PILGRIMAGE TO BEETHOVEN. By Rickard
rVagner. With handsome photogravure of M.
R{jdig's noted painting- of Beelhoven. Pages, 40.
Extra paper. Boards, 50 cents.

MARTIN LUTHER. By Gustav Freytali. Now
translated for the first time from the famous Bilder aus der deutschen Vergangenkeit. 26 illustrations. Pages, '30. Cloth, gilt top, $1.00.

Ethical Stories and Sermons.
TRUTH IN FICTION. Twelve Tales with a Moral.
By Paul Caruso Laid paper, white .and gold binding, gilt edges. Pages, 128. Price, $1.00

HOMILIES OF SCIENCE. By Dr. Paul Carus,
Pages,31o. C]oth, gilt top, '1.50.
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ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED IN JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE
SHOULD READ

THE HANSEl ZASSHI.
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE IN ENGLISH
or Art, Custom, Religion, and Literature in Japan, Containing a
Summary Notice of Current Topics, Political,
Social, and Religious.

The First Number of the First Series Appeared in January Last.

Terms.-Single copies, 20 sen each, 6 pence for foreign countries;
annual sUbscription 2.20 yen, for foreign countries 6 shillings. Postage
free.-ADVERTISING: One page, 12 yen; half a page, 6 yen; one inch, 2
yen each insertion.
THE HANSEl ZASSHI
is absolutely the best, most complete, and most beautiful English magazine published in Japan.
It contains in every number several original, interesting articles on the
manners and customs, fine arts, literature, and religion of the Japanese
nation. It also gives comprehensive, trustworthy information on the politi-cal, social, and religious topics of the time.
As a magazine of artistic taste, it is unique. Besides being richly
illustrated with no fewer than thirty photo-engravings of celebrated sceneries, objects of art, etc., every number contains as the frontispiece a large
photo-engraving of a masterpiece of rare and permanent value by some
famous Japanese artist.
Widely read in Japan and throughout the Orient, it is indisputably the
best medium for advertisements.

OFFICE OP THE HANSEl ZASSHI,
NUMBER 10, NISHIKATA-MACHI, HONGO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.

The Religion of Science Library.
A Collection of standard works of The Open Court Press, issued bimonthly. Yearly, $1.50; single numbers, IS, 25, 35, 50 and 60 cents (gd.,
IS. 6cL, 2S., 2S. 6d., 3s.), according to size. The books are printed on good
paper, from large type.
The Religion of Science Library, by its extraordinarily reasonable
price, will bring a number of important books within reach of all readers.
The following have already appeared in the series:
No. I.
2.

The Religion of Science. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
Three Introductory Lectures on the Science of Thought. By F. MAX MULLER.
25 cents.

3. Three Lectures on the Science of Language. By F. MAX MULLER. 25 cents.
4. The Diseases of Personality. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
5. The Psychology of Attention. By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
6. The PsychiC Life of Micro-Organisms. By ALFRED BINET. 25 cents.
7. The Nature of the State. By PAUL CARUSo IS cents.
8. On Double Consciousness. By ALFRED BINET. IS cents.
9. Fundamental Problems. By PAUL CARUSo Pages, 373. 50 cents.
10. The Diseases of the Will.
By TH. RIBOT. 25 cents.
II. The Origin of Language, and The Logos Theory. By LUDWIG No .RI'i. IS ceDtS.
12. The Free Trade Struggle in England.
By GEN. M. M. TRUMBULL. 25 cents.
13. Wheelbarrow on the Labor Question. 35 cents.
14. The Gospel of Buddha. By PAUL CARUSo 35 cents.
IS. Primer of Philosophy. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
16. On Memory, and The Specific Energies of the Nervous System. By PROF.
EWALD HERING.

IS cents.

17. T.he Redemption of the Brahman.

A Novel. By R. GARBE. 25 cents.
18. An Examination of Weismannism. By G. J. ROMANES. 35 cents.
19. On Germinal Selection. By AUGUST WEISMANN. 25 cents.
20. Lovers Three Thousand Years Ago.
By T. A. GOODWIN. IS cents.
21. Popular Scientific Lectures.
By ERNST MACH. 50 cents.
22. Ancient India: Its Language and Religions. By H. OLDENBERG. 25 centfil.
23. The Prophets of Israel. By C. H. CORNILL. 25 cents.
24. Homilies of Science. By PAUL CARUSo 35 cents.
25. Thoughts on Religion. By G. J. ROMANES. 50 cents.
26. Philosophy of Ancient India. By RICHARD GARBE. 25 cents.
27. Martin Luther. By GUSTAV FREYTAG. 25 cents.
28. English Secularism. By GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 25 cents.
29. On Orthogenesis. By TH. EIMER. 25 cents.
30. Chinese Philosophy. By PAUL CARUSo 25 cents.
31. The Lost Manuscript. By GUSTAV FREYTAG. 60 cents.
32. A Mechanico-Physiological Theory of Organic Evolution. By CARL VON
N AGEL!. IS cents.
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BIOLOGICAL WORKS.
Darwin and After Darwin.
An Exposition of the Darwinian Theory and a Discussion of Post-Darwinian Questions.

By GEORGE JOHN ROMANES, LL. D., F. R. S.
PART 1. The Darwinian Theory. Pp. xiv.
PART II. Post - Darwinian Questions.
460. 125l11ustrations. Second Edition.
Heredity and Utility. Pp., xii, 344.
With Portrait of Darwin. Cloth, $2.00.
With Portrait of Romanes. Cloth, $1.50.
"A brilliantly written work.JI~Review of Revie'ws.
"The clearest and simplest book that has ap·
"The best single volume on the general subject
since Darwin's time."-American Natttrati"st.
"The most lucid and masterly presentation of the
Darwinian theory yet written.' '-Public Opinion.
I t The best modern handbook of evolution. "-The
Nation.

peared in the sphere of the problems it discusses.' I
-Ckt"cago Dial.

"Contains the ripest results of deep study of the
evolutionary problem .... No student of the subject
can afford to neglect this last volume of Romanes."
-Bibliotheca Sacra.

PART III. Post-Darwinian Questions. Isolation and Physiological Selection. Pp.,
181. With Portrait of Mr. Gulick Cloth, $I.oo. (Just Published.)
The three volumes of Darwin and After Darwin Supplied to One Order for $4.00 net.

The Primary Factors of Organic Evolution.
Cuts, I2I.

By PROFESSOR E. D. COPE.
Pages, 550. Tables, Bibliography, Index.

Cloth, net, $2.00.

• , Will stand as the most concise and complete exposition of the doctrines of the Neo~Lamarckian
school hitherto published. A most valuable text-book for teachers and students."-Science, N. Y.
HA work of unusual originality. No one can read the book without admiring the intimate knowledge
of facts and the great power of generalisation which it discloses. "-Prof. }. MeK. Cattel1.

An Examination of Weismannism.
By GEORGE JOHN ROMANES.
With Portrait of Weismann, and a Glossary of Scientific Terms.
Pages, ix. 22I. Cloth, $I.oo. Paper, 35 cents.

Thoroughly Indexed.

"The best criticism of the subject in our language."-Tke Outlook. New York.
"The reader of this work will appreciate from this discussion, better than from the writings of Weismann himself, the significance of the final position adopted by Weismann."-Sczence.

On Germinal Selection
A. a Source of Definitely Directed Variation.

By AUGUST WEISMANN.
Pages, xii, 61. Paper, 25 cents.
Professor Weismann considers this one of the
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